Solution Brief

Infrastructure Modernization
Workshop
With an eye on the competition, business leaders today are seeking novel ways to do more with
less. Infrastructure technology, which promises to deliver economies of scale and greater efficiency,
is an increasingly popular option.
Insight’s Infrastructure Modernization Workshop helps you evaluate your infrastructure
environment and determine ideal strategies for improving its performance, availability, and
security in light of your business objectives.

Workshop activities:
• Deploy Live Optics® and/or VMware vRealize® Operations™ Proof of Concept (PoC) to gain fast
visibility and insights into your environment.
• Identify current resource utilization, workload characteristics, and application resource
requirements.
• Discuss opportunities for optimization and modernization:
• Review optimal Virtual Machine (VM) density and host configuration.
• Identify potentially overprovisioned VMs.
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• Receive and review recommendations on existing failure domains.
• Review storage platform performance and ensure alignment with long-term strategy.
• Review host latencies and identify potential bottlenecks and remediations.
You’ll walk away with an infrastructure strategy that aligns with your transformational goals
— along with steps to optimize your infrastructure, and reduce ongoing operational and capital
costs. Other available strategy workshops in this family of assessments include NSX-T Strategy and
Infrastructure Automation.
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A proven process for transformation
We enable your IT organization to meet the highest demands of your application workloads while
giving you the flexibility to expand or evolve your IT environment per the needs of your business.

Guiding you through the complete IT lifecycle

Getting started is easy.

Modernization

Technology assessment

Maximize your modern data
center capabilities through
advanced integrations,
automation, and continuous
process improvements.

Assess your data center
infrastructure based on its ability
to meet current availability,
scalability, capacity, and
performance requirements.

Deployment
Plan and execute seamless and
cost-effective deployments of
new technologies and processes
while minimizing downtime.

Design
Define the solution(s) and
strategies that need to be
implemented in order to create
an IT environment that can
deliver for the business.

Visit solutions.insight.com/contact-us
to connect with our team.
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